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Abstract: Cyber-Physical Systems form the new backbone of digital ecosystems. Their design can
be coupled with engineering activities to facilitate dynamic adaptation and (re-)configuration.
Behavior-oriented technologies enable highly distributed and while coupled operation of systems.
Utilizing them for digital twins as self-contained design entities with federation capabilities makes
them promising candidates to develop and run highly functional CPS. In this paper we discuss
mapping CPS components to behavior-based digital twin constituents mirroring integration and
implementation through subject-oriented models. These models, inspired by agent-oriented system
thinking can be executed and increase transparency at design and runtime. Patterns recognizing
environmental factors and operation details facilitate configuration of CPS. Subject-oriented
runtime support enable dynamic adaptation and federated use.
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1. Introduction
Cyber-Physical System (CPS) design involves a variety of disciplines, leading to contributions
of various teams of engineers with diverse backgrounds (Derler et al., 2013). Many system properties
influence the design in more than one discipline, while the lack of clearly defined interfaces between
disciplines is likely to hinder collaboration of the involved developers (ibid.) According to
Hehenberger et al.’s survey study (Hehenberger et al., 2016), CPS-design requires high-level
integrated design methods. System modelling forms the ground for the structure and operation of
finally developed CPSs. The CPS design process requires to focus on (i) physical components, (ii)
digital ones, and (iii) on their integration, preferably in digital representations, termed digital twins.
Physical components are those CPS parts that are present in the physical world. According to their
capabilities they recognize events and can set actions physically. Digital components represent all
computation-relevant CPS parts. Design is finally about integrating these components in a way that
the required CPS functionality can be accomplished through their interplay in a socio-technical
system.
Hehenberger et al. (2016) concluded that CPS designers directly start working on functional and
architecture issues, rather than developing a conceptual model, i.e. digital twin representations. They
also conclude from existing work that modeling languages should allow for dynamically modeling
architectures with specific reference to CPSs. CPS design should lead to a CPS representation ‘as an
assembly of components and the associated interfaces between them’, that allow ‘to model to
determine the important functional and system parameters and hence realise the
potential optimization.’ Khaitan et al., (2014) refer to a CPSs as a “system of systems” due to their
heterogeneity and complexity. Such an understanding should help throughout design to model
domain specific, continuous interaction and adaptation according to changing configurations. Their
list of modeling techniques and programming tools for designing CPSs include formal semantics
approaches and architecture styles, such as (multi-)agent and event-based semantic models. For
capturing heterogeneity a mixtures of models of computation are advised, whereas the concurrent
and dynamic nature seems to favor actor- or agent-based design. Since simulation is a major concern,
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the automated execution of models is of benefit. Merlo et al. (2019) have addressed design
engineering methods that integrate the user / consumer into design processes and affect modeling.
The proposed integrated approach contains the ordered phases ‘exploration’ as divergent top-down
design, ‘synthesis’ as selection and unit tests, and ‘development’ as convergent bottom-up design.
This system’s engineering approach recognizes the role ‘customer’ managing the CPS, and ‘user’.
Since there are distinct types of users the user-centered approach ensures their specific requirements
for design.
Agent-based systems have become wide-spread in complex environments (Weiss, 2013). While
the Oxford American Dictionary provides a fundamental meaning for ‘agent’ as “a person or thing
that
takes
an
active
role
or
produces
a
specified
effect’’
(http://oaadonline.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/dictionary/agent) agents in socio-technical
environments, such as business organizations, are active entities causing an environment to change
(effects). They might act “on behalf of another, for example, managing business, financial, or
contractual matters, or provide a service’’ (ibid.), such as intelligent recommending. In line with this
understanding, Sterling et al. (2009) define an agent as “an entity that performs a specific activity in
an environment of which it is aware and that can respond to changes.” (p. 7) Wooldridge (2013)
seconds “an agent will have a repertoire of actions available to it. This set of possible actions
represents the agent's effectoric capability: its ability to modify its environment” (p. 6). Its actions
have preconditions associated with them. They capture “the possible situations in which they can be
applied” (ibid.) – all attributes qualifying them for CPS design.
Agent behavior has been termed ‘intelligent’ when an action could be programmed deciding
which of an agent’s actions is performed in order to best meet the demands of a situation or best
satisfy delegated objectives to the agent. As such, agents are decision-making systems that are
embedded in an environment. Like CPS they are computer systems that are capable of autonomous
action in some environment in order to meet objectives assigned to them by system designers, also
termed goal-oriented behavior. A repertoire of actions can be executed “to modify the environment,
which may appear to respond non-deterministically to the execution of these actions” (ibid.), either
proactively or reactively, either stand-alone or in cooperation with other agents. Hence, software
agents (or CPS components) can act autonomously without any direct intervention of humans or
other software agents and have full control over their internal state. Each component decides for itself
whether or not to perform an action upon request from another agent or human user.

Fig. 1 Conceptual view of CPS component as agent

Fig 1 reveals that CPS conceptualized as agent-based systems can be coupled by sensors to
receive inputs from the environment, and have actuators allowing them to create effects in their
environment.
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Fig. 2 Grocery shopper example

Fig. 2 and 3 show a typical application of an agent model, namely a shopper agent in a grocery
store. It is a behavior abstraction serving the need of an active system component, on one hand
reacting on input signals, on the other hand actively influencing other system components. The
grocery shopper is triggered by time signals and develops its behavior in the shopping environment
according to the internal decisions taken.

Fig. 3 Shopper behavior encapsulation in grocery store – behavior representation by rules in
flowcharts, taken from North et al. (2007)

Such behavior abstractions can be used for representing CPS through digital twins, i.e. allowing
for behavior encapsulations that (i) can be executed automatically for probing and simulation, and
(ii) abstract from physical and digital runtime evidence. They suggest approach has been established
as communication-oriented paradigm in Business Process Management and termed Subject-oriented
Business Process Management (S-BPM) (Fleischmann et al., 2012). It provides an approach for both
behavior abstraction and dynamic adaptation by actors and CPS components. In this way, and based
on automated execution of validated processes, CPS development becomes more effective than using
traditional life cycles (as given, e.g., in Weske, 2012). Digital Twins benefit from behavior descriptions
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of each component’s intelligence (subject behavior diagrams) while preserving overall system
performance (subject interaction diagram).
CPS as dynamically adaptable systems can be represented by intertwining agent and subjectoriented approaches while implementing mutual benefits, such as stakeholder-specific abstraction of
agent behavior and CPS component abstraction. We offer conclusions for intertwined subject- and
agent-oriented CPS engineering. The conceptualization for CPS development aims at:
1. increasing acceptability of behavior-centered approaches in the CPS development driven by
Digital Twins as complete digital representation
2. standardization of designs for the sake of pattern-based CPS development, in particular with
respect to a semantic infrastructure.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides some background on current digital twin
specification, agent technologies, and subject orientation. Section 3 explores the benefits of subjectoriented conceptualization for CPS as environments based on agent-like behavior encapsulations.
Section 4 describes how adaptive behavior of CPS components modeled in an agent-based way can
be handled using S-BPM. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Digital Twins as Design Representations and Behavior Encapsulation Approaches
We follow the recently consolidated conceptualization of Digital Twins proposed by Wagner et
al. (2019). It reflects the nature of CPS, as a digital twin consists of respective parts physical and digital
product, and ‘connected data that tie and indissolubly connect the physical and virtual product‘. It is
considered an integrated simulation for optimizing a CPS while mirroring the lifecycle of its actual
system pendant. Mirroring means to fully capture the potential or actual physical manufactured
product from its micro or atomic level to the macro level through models. Beyond referring to the
product a digital twin can contain a production system itself.
However, Digital Twins are mainly used in the product design stages to gain quantitative data
for efficient and optimal product generation – see also value chain for product life cycles in the figure
below. Digital Twins increasingly contain digital production information, so that production systems
can be simulated. Besides manufacturing steps (machine) tools, and process parameters are handled
in the course of optimization. Linking product and production twins into digital production twins
affects product engineering process, even addressing human control and interaction issues. Wagner
et al. (2019) envision enriched use of Digital Twins along product engineering to ensure coherent and
efficient flow of information. They also recognize the lack of a consistent framework for holistic
application scenarios, particularly addressing the integration of product designers’ work and
production planner concepts.
The latter has already been addressed recently by Papacharalampopoulos et al., 2020. They
propose to study what-if scenarios through experimenting with varying process parameters. They
are handled by real time Digital Twins, thus requiring executable models representing relevant
design parameters. ‘The implementation of a digital twin of a manufacturing process in a real
production line should take into consideration, besides the actual development of the consisting
model, its validation in terms of very specific concepts and functionalities’ (ibid, p. 111). Since realtime estimation distinguish a physics model of a product from a Digital Twin, a Digital Twin facility
should have additional capabilities for real-time decision making. In the course of optimization,
human interventions when experimenting with different designs become transparent and traceable.
Consequently, a digital twin becomes a virtual instance of a physical system (twin) that is not
only continually updated with the latter’s operation data on performance and status throughout the
entire physical system’s life cycle, but could control the system’s behavior (cf. Liu et al., 2020). The
models representing the digital twin could address CPSs from different perspectives and in different
layers, based on networked micro and macro elements.
A CPS is finally characterized by a physical asset and its Digital Twin (cf. Lu et al., 2020) – see
also figure. ‘In contrast, a Digital Twin is limited to the digital model, not the twinning physical asset,
though a Digital Twin cannot live without its twining asset in the physical space. In other words,
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Digital Twin represents the prerequisite for the development of a CPS.’ (ibid., p. 2). As such, it can
serve as an accurate representation of the CPS design process.
Agent technologies provide the fundamental capability of flexible autonomous action in
dynamic, unpredictable and open environments, while keeping the benefits of modular, componentbased system design. In particular for semantic computing, agents can support the automation and
semi-automation of information identification, collection, and processing tasks, in cooperation with
other components. Typical applications are (product) recommender systems based on customer
preference models (cf. Murray et al., 2009). However, agent technologies in applications could play a
manifold role relevant for utilizing them in CPS engineering. Agents can
•
represent a metaphor when designing complex, distributed intelligent systems in terms of
autonomous units of action
•

provide a set of technologies for intelligent systems

•

allow for homomorphically modeling real-world systems, in order to meet human-

centered needs in artificial systems, such as economics.
What needs to be negotiated for CPS design is the degree of autonomy. On one hand,
components (subjects, agents, modules) should be able to respond dynamically to changing
circumstances in a self-contained way, on the other hand, a group of components is dedicated to
achieve some overarching objectives, including the goals a CPS is designed for. Once the degree of
autonomy has been identified, the aggregation of different functionalities that might have previously
been distinct (such as planning, doing and coordinating) can be achieved in a conceptually embodied
and situated way.
Finally, the provided set of technologies needs to relate directly to these abstractions in the
design and conceptualization of systems composed of individual components. These components
interact to achieve a common goal. Hence, the consideration of societal or macro-level, e.g.,
organizations includes issues of software engineering, information architecting, communication
infrastructures, and workflow support. Current agent technologies meet these objectives in terms of
distributed planning and decision-making, bidding, communication, coordination and negotiation,
as well as learning.
Business engineering which builds the context of CPS development, is mainly driven by
functional decomposition of value chains when behavior is encapsulated through processes (cf.
Davis, 2001). However, in subject-oriented BPM processes are viewed as emerging from both the
interaction between these subjects and the local behaviors encapsulated within the individual
subjects. Subjects operate in parallel and can exchange messages asynchronously or synchronously.
It is a view of processes as autonomous, concurrent behaviors of distributed entities. A subject is a
behavioral role assumed by an "actor"; i.e. an entity that is capable of performing actions. The entity
can be a human, a piece of software, a machine (e.g., a robot), a device (e.g., a sensor), or a combination
of these. Subjects can execute local actions that do not involve interacting with other subjects (e.g.,
calculating a price and storing a postal address), and communicative actions that are concerned with
exchanging messages between subjects, i.e. sending and receiving messages.
Subjects are one of five core symbols used in S-BPM. Based on these symbols, two types of
diagrams can be produced to conjointly represent a process: Subject Interaction Diagrams (SIDs) and
Subject Behavior Diagrams (SBDs). SIDs provide a global view of the process, including the subjects
involved and the messages they exchange. The SID of a simple ordering process is shown in Fig. 1.
Subject Behavior Diagrams (SBDs) provide a local view of the process from the perspective of
individual subjects. They include sequences of states representing local actions and communicative
actions including sending messages and receiving messages. State transitions are represented as
arrows, with labels indicating the outcome of the preceding state (see Fig. 5 & 6).
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Fig. 4 Order Handling – Subject Interaction Diagram

Fig. 5 Diagrammatic Elements for agent-based Subject-oriented Behavior Encapsulation

Fig. 6 Order Handling – Subject Behavior Diagrams ‘Customer’ and ‘Order Handling’

Given this potential of current status of development, agent-based and subject-oriented bahvior
encapsulation can be intertwined either on the basis of
•

predefined communications protocols (possible when using SIDs) and standardized

behavior specifications (enabled by SBDs), however limiting scalability of systems, or
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•

semi-structured communication languages, such as FIPA ACL, and design methodologies

such as GAIA (Wooldridge et al., 2000).
The latter allow meeting ad-hoc, non-deterministic, and domain-specific requirements, as
Nealen et al., 2003 have shown for healthcare. The ultimate stage of scalability could be reached
through dynamic and intelligent formation of components and system architectures beyond
domains, referring to adaptivity (cf. Sterling et al., 2009).
By means of agent-oriented concepts intelligence is distributed, as Nealen et al. (2003) explains
that the basic properties of intelligent agents are ‘autonomy, proactivity, social ability, while the
features of multi-agent systems are ‘management of distributed information, communication and
coordination between separate autonomous entities’ (p. 9). For business applications transparent
specification and processing efficiency have been brought into play (cf. Sterling et al., 2009, p. 6):
“There is a need and expectation for instantaneous responses, which will be achieved only by efficient
implementations in light of the complexity. Efficiency may well determine the possibility of
solutions—for example, file sharing or downloading large video files. A more abstract fourth
attribute is purposefulness. In light of the complexity and changing nature of the environment, it will
be difficult—if not impossible—for all requirements to be stated. It is better to work at a higher level
and to explain purposes in terms of goals, and, in certain circumstances, to have the system determine
the appropriate path of action. This approach can aid system design and clarity, which leads to the
next attribute.
The final attribute is a little bit different and perhaps less obvious; namely, the software should
be understandable, at least in its design and overall purpose. We need ways of thinking about and
describing software that simplify complexity, at least with regard to describing behavior. The desire
for understandability is influenced by the software engineering perspective undertaken within this
book. There are many potential advantages of understandable software, including better instructions
for how to use it.” Hence, complex systems, once their components and relationships are understood,
can be more easily designed, maintained, and developed further.
In summary, more explicit representations of intelligence facilitates dynamic arrangements of
components and environments, like required for CPS development from a stakeholder perspective. .
3. CPS Behavior Encapsulations
We start out with the concept of ‘agent’ and proceed with multi-agent environments, in order to
represent dynamic business process settings in a subject-oriented way.
3.1 CPS Components as Self-contained Objects = Subjects
Behavior encapsulations stemming from agent systems are considered (re-)active entities,
processing inputs from an environment and producing output according to their processing scheme,
which cause an environment to change. As particularity they might interact before they react on
environmental inputs (depending on the precondition associated with their actions) involving other
agents. Trying to identify the best action in the current situation, agents decide which of their
actions is performed according to the inputs provided. Finally, agents can act proactively,
requesting data from the environment to check whether further interventions are required.
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Fig. 7 Agent-based Environments (upper part) conceptualized through Subject Representations
(lower part) as used for Digital Twin representation – each sensor and effector/actuator becomes a
subject

The upper part of Fig. 7 conceptualizes agents as interfacing their environment (according to
Wooldridge, 2013 as given in Fig. 1). The lower part of Fig. 7 shows subjects establishing a subjectbased environment comprising the conceptual agent model. Each subject in that environment is able
to receive inputs (stored in an input pool) that are processed. Its internal behavior allows decision
making before either proceeding with actions and/or sending messages to other subjects.
The fundamental difference between agent-oriented environment representations (as shown in
Fig. 1 according to Wooldridge, 2013) and subject orientation ones is that the latter allow representing
explicitly all effects an agent’s reaction or action has. It models effectors/actuators of the agent
environment regardless of whether an agent or subject acts in a reactive, pro-active, or social way.
When behaving reactively, agents receive inputs from their environment that trigger appropriate
actions in response to external events and changes that occur in the environment. When behaving
pro-actively agents take initiative and perform self-contained, goal-directed actions. When acting in
a social way, agents interact via cooperation, coordination, and negotiation with other agents (and
possibly with humans) to perform specific tasks according to a common goal.

Fig. 8 Subject-Interaction Diagram including change of order
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Fig. 9 Order Handling SBD including change of order

Fig. 8 and 9 show subject-oriented representations of a reactive agent. Both, on the level of
Subject-Interaction Diagrams (SIDs as the one in Fig. 8) and on the level of Subject-Behavior Diagrams
(SBDs, e.g., in Fig. 9) changes of customer orders can be specified. According to S-BPM the subject
Order handling ‘waits’ for the respective input (message) to start decision making. In this way, the
pro-activeness of the resulting business organization becomes visible and behavior patterns can be
adapted accordingly.

Fig. 10 Subject-oriented representation of pro-active and reactive behavior patterns

Fig. 10 shows patterns for pro-active and reactive behaviors in subject-oriented notation.
Reactive behavior is based on temporal sequences of loosely coupled receive – do – send states (see
above for order changes). Pro-active behavior requires asking for inputs, namely sending requests,
while performing regular tasks, and awaiting response (see Fig 11 for handling orders).
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Fig. 11 Pro-active behavior pattern of the subject Order Handling

Such a pattern-based approach can be a first step towards representing adaptive behavior.
Stratulat et al. (2009, p. 813) recognizes the challenge of capturing interaction between agents,
respecting autonomy and self-organization of system components: “Agents are considered as active
autonomous components with respect to the control of their behavior and to the relationship they
have with other components of the system, i.e. the other agents and the environment in which they
act. The various studies in the MAS [Multi-Agent System] domain showed that the interaction in an
agent-based system has multiple facets that are difficult to grasp. The consequence of this is that the
basic concepts and principles of MAS have been identified and studied much of the time in isolation
from the others and the various perspectives that are adopted are often orthogonal and mutually
exclusive (e.g. internal vs. public meaning of the communication, rational vs. reactive internal
architectures, agent-based vs. environment-mediated interaction, agent-oriented vs. organizationcentered MAS, etc.). However, it seems that if we want to have a deeper understanding and a more
complete perspective of the interaction process some efforts should be made to rethink all the basic
elements and to integrate as many as possible of them into a unifying framework.” Therefore, in their
paper, they describe a general framework and an abstract model “of what constitutes a first step
towards an integral view of agent-based interaction” (ibid.).
Sterling et al. (2009, 9f) highlighted several qualities of agents: (i) Purposefulness, pursuing a
goal and determining paths of action accordingly, (ii) controlled autonomy, as it is able to pursue its
own goals seemingly independently, (iii) situatedness of agents, i.e. being aware of its surrounding
environment. It must be capable of perceiving changes and responding appropriately.
The introduced subject-oriented elements meet all qualities while explicitly modeling the goalrelevant part of the environment as subjects:
- A subject is a behavior abstraction for a specific purpose. It might stem from a functional
role, type of application, or intention to capture behavior on an abstract level.
- A subject has controlled autonomy, as it encapsulates behavior to pursue a specific goal
independently.
- A subject is situated in an environment of subjects, and, most importantly, it is aware of this
environment of the other subjects it is exchanging messages with in this environment. This
mechanism allows not only perceiving changes and responding appropriately, but
acquiring information about behavior of other subjects of the environment.
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In particular, the latter property helps to pro-actively collect information of relevance to change
behavior – see section 4.
3.2 CPS = Multi-Agent Encapsulsations plus Relevant Environment Subjects
In a multi-agent system a collection of software agents collaborate in an external environment
via their sensors and effectors (cf. Fig. 4). Hereby, Nealon et al. (2003), p. 2, refer to the underlying
system characteristics, namely communication: Agents “can communicate with users or other agents.
Thus, they can exchange information, engage in complex negotiations, and coordinate their activities
to cooperate in the joint resolution of a problem. Agents usually have reasoning, planning and
learning capabilities that allow them to display an intelligent behaviour.”
However, abstraction of multi-agent systems has so far received little attention (Cohen et al.
2009). In particular agent-based modeling is still under development (Heath et al., 2009). Most
approaches serve implementation and architecture purposes (cf. Cheng et al., 2009, Seghrouchni et
al., 2009), and only few for strategic business development via simulation (e.g. North et al. (2007)).
Hahn et al. (2009) recognize the demand for further research: “Various agent-oriented methodologies
and metamodels exist to design and develop multiagent systems (MAS) in an abstract manner.
Frequently, these frameworks specialise on particular parts of the MAS and only few works have
been invested to derive a common standardisation. This limits the impact of agent-related systems in
commercial applications.” In their work they argue for developing “a metamodel for agent systems
that abstracts from existing agent-oriented methodologies, programming languages, and platforms
and could thus be considered as platform-independent”. Their metamodel allows defining an
abstract syntax of domain-specific modelling languages for MAS to provide for code generation out
of generated designs. They apply the principles of model-driven development (MDD) and utilize two
model transformations to bring the generated models into textual code that can be executed.
Wooldridge (2013) considers multi-agent systems not only as systems composed of multiple
interacting intelligent agents that interact to solve problems that are beyond the individual
capabilities or knowledge of each individual, but also as decentralized systems without global
control, and asynchronous computation. However, the dispute on the level of granularity seems not
to be resolved yet. For instance, Cohen et al. (2009) proposes reducing the state space of MAS to a
tractable size. They have presented an abstraction technique for MAS preserving temporal-epistemic
properties. When the state space of an MAS is too large for a model checker to compute, it is
sometimes possible to reduce it by simplifying the local states and actions of agents before feeding
the system to a model checker. If the model checker reports that a design requirement (expressed in
the temporal epistemic logic) holds, they conclude that the requirement holds also for the original
system. Thus, they abstract a multi-agent system by simplifying the local states, the local protocol
and the local evolution function of each agent. They model multi-agent systems in the interpreted
systems framework (Fagin et al., 1994), where each agent is described by
- a set of possible local states it can be in,
- a set of actions it can perform,
- a local protocol selecting actions depending on the current local state, and
- a local evolution function specifying how an agent evolves from one local state to another
depending on its own action and the actions of other agents.
This approach is in line with subject orientation. Each Subject Behavior Diagram (SBD) captures
all possible local states a subject can be in, namely in terms of send, receive, and act. They represent
the actions it can perform as well as the interfaces to other subjects. The local protocol is given by
triggering actions internally (do) or externally (send). In this way the protocol for subject interaction
is defined: receiving a message triggers an internal action of the addressed subject. The inputs to
subjects trigger the evolution procedure in terms of proceeding from one local state to another
depending on its own activities and the actions of other subjects (i.e. incoming messages from other
subjects).
In the framework developments initially the environment has been left out (cf. Raimondi et al.,
2007) which is not the case for subject-oriented representations. The explicit embodiment of subjects
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(agents) in their environment is rather seen as a prerequisite for further developing intelligent
behavior, and thus, intelligence of systems, such as organizations.
Proponents of MAS claim that a model of an agent should be “constructed to aid in building the
system that we have in mind. To paraphrase Parnas’s well-known characterization of specifications,
a model should be as complex as it needs to be to reflect the issues the system is being built to address,
but no more complex” (Sterling et al., 2009, 14). Given the example provided by the authors (UML),
models should not only be ‘intuitively understandable’, but also support the construction of software
systems at a level that allows model checking and reviewing in terms of system correctness before
code is generated and the system is implemented. Consequently, interfaces between components,
such as classes, subjects, or agents need to be defined. Additionally, the passing mechanisms of
information need to be specified while “the models must have sufficient detail to be useful, but not
so much detail as to overwhelm.” (ibid., 15)
North et al. (2007) go one step further, considering modeling as an essential prerequisite for
simulation. An MAS model therefore has to contain:
- A set of agents (part of the user-defined model)
- A set of agent relationships (part of the user-defined model)
- A framework for simulating agent behaviors and interactions (provided by a toolkit)
For simulation, unlike other modeling approaches, modeling is driven by the perspective of
autonomous decision-making units. Therefore an agent representation, such as subject-oriented
models, needs to capture rules of behavior operating affecting attributes. The decision rules vary for
every intelligent component (subject) in terms of sophistication and representations of the external
world. Simulation is based on “local” interaction among components, since no central authority or
controller exists for
- how the system operates
- how the system is modeled
- how the system/model moves from one state to another.
These objectives can be met by MAS systems represented by subjects:
- Each subject has its individual intelligent behavior, represented by state transitions triggered
by inputs and dedicated decision rules.
- The interaction among subjects is not disturbed by any supervising authority. It is driven by
individual subjects sending and receiving messages. Hence, the overall business system
corresponds to choreographed self-contained units (subjects).
Consequently, any optimization of a system composed by subjects is based on the intertwining
of individual behaviors (subjects) through communication. North et al. (2007) propose rules based on
theories of individual rational behavior. Hereby, individuals collaborate with others when it is in
their best economic interest to do so. They collaborate to survive. Furthermore, decision making
should be based on simple rules, in order to let rule structures evolve. In this way, bounded
rationality can be taken into account. Reasoning regarding goals is progressively refined by means of
procedures accounting for the limited knowledge and abilities of individual decision makers. In line
with that we propose to use modular decision-making patterns as shown in Fig. 12. X,Y, and Z
represent situative parameters, such as accepting, rejecting or ask for refining an order, which trigger
different behaviors, expressed in the subsequent branches (Send according to X, e.g., accepting the
order, Act according to Y, e.g., preparing the request for refinement, and Send according to Z, e.g.,
rejecting an order).
Such structures of MAS can be used to map the shopper agent’s behavior effectively to execution
patterns. Since subject models can be executed after validation and in a concurrent way (cf.
Fleischmann et al., 2012) they allow for simulation of handling complex situations.
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Fig. 12 Decision making patterns

For convenience, exception handling is supported by execution support facilities that can be
used at design time. In this way, non-standard behavior can be distinguished from routine ones. In
Fig 13 the message guard pattern that has been applied when addressing the change of orders in Fig.
3 requires hissing a ‘red’ flag that triggers substitutive procedures (returning to regular SBD
sequence) or complementary behavior (leaving the originally executed SBD).

Fig. 13 Intelligent behavior specifications - Handling changes dynamically in subject-oriented systems

4.

Communication-based Engineering
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In this section we focus on the subject-oriented conceptualization with respect to adaptive
behavior based on sense data. For adaptation subjects need to (i) become informed, and (ii) selective
with respect to their behavior. The approach is inspired by Gero et al.’s (2000, 2002) proposed
architecture for situated agents, implementing their architecture by dedicated communication
patterns. Hereby, the subject’s ‘sensors are monitor subjects that (actively) search for relevant changes
in the environment and produce direct input for an acting subject. In addition, a decision support
subject (termed hypothesizor by Gero et al.) can be invoked by an acting subject. It is provided with
monitored information and situation-sensitive data to identify mismatches between the current and
desired situation. It is supposed to support the acting subject ‘deciding on actions that when executed
are likely to reduce or eliminate that mismatch’ (Gero et al., 2003, 102). Based on the results of the
decision support process, the acting subject can decide which sequence of operations to execute.
Fig 14 provides the corresponding interaction schema for communication-based engineering of
agent-based environments. It shows that an <acting subject> can ask for both, monitoring the
situation, and decision support based on the monitored information. An <acting subject> is any
subject in an environment that needs to take an action to accomplish a work task. The Monitor subject
embodied in the environment either accepts requests to collect data on the current situation or
automatically receives data and pushes it to the <acting subject>. The Decision Support subject is
available for consultancy with respect to selecting the next action. It requires all available information
on a certain situation.

Fig. 14 An <acting subject> can ask for monitoring a situation and decision support based on the
monitored information

A Monitoring subject can either receive and operate on environment data automatically or
monitor the behavior of other subjects. Fig 15 shows both types of monitors. The environment
monitor is a signal receiver which processes them to deliver data, e.g., a temperature sensor. The
social monitor actively requests data from other subjects, e.g., whether certain data values have
changed. Both could iterate for refining the results.
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Fig. 15 Push- and pull monitoring a situation

The communication of the <acting subject> can be conceptualized accordingly. Fig. 16 details an
<acting subject> sending a request and waiting for the result (case of social monitoring).

Fig. 16 A <subject-in-charge> interacts with Monitor (encapsulating how the request is processed)

The request for monitoring can be modeled before any function state, thus providing for each
critical function a preprocessing sequence. It considers environmental data beyond subject interaction
(sensors, effectors/actuators) and can be captured also in behavior descriptions.
Once an <acting subject> has received monitor data it can act in response to environment data.
The input data from Monitor are then processed along the subject’s behavior. In case a subject’s action
requires decision support, it needs to activate the Decision Support subject. The initial step hereby is
requesting inference on situation-specific data, not only using the monitored data, but also data
created or processed by the <acting subject> itself. The input data are sent to Decision Support as they
describe the current situation of the <acting subject>. Processing the request for decision support
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requires a business rule engine that holds for the business at hand. The received results are processed
according to available sets of rules and the situation data provided by the <acting subject>. The results
are finally delivered to the <acting subject> - see Figure 17.

Fig. 17 Rule processing

The evaluated results are checked and a decision pattern as shown in Fig. 12 could be triggered
to complete a work task. In Fig 18 we assume a shopper subject looking at its shopping list and
deciding to buy another product while in a store (cf. Fig. 3). The Monitor subject is activated to find
out whether the other product is on stock. In order to avoid frustration in case it is not on stock, an
alternative product is looked up – a Decision Support subject with respect to consumer behavior is
activated and checked whether it is available, until the shopper can be satisfied or informed about a
lack of further alternatives.

Fig. 18 Grocery case involving stock monitoring and decision support
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Given monitoring and decision support, an acting subject can perform in a reflexive way, using
input data from the environment, either preprocessed from interaction behavior from other subjects
or from observer components, such as sensors. Moreover, an acting subject can also activate a
decision support subject. In this case, monitored data from the environment can be enriched with
situation-sensitive data by the decision support subject for further processing, e.g., according to
general business rules. The results lead to informed decision taking of the acting subject. Hence, a
CPS based on such intelligent components, can be provided with emergent behavior sequences.
5. Discussion and Conclusion
CPS can be designed in a behavior-centered way to support accomplishing tasks in dynamic and
complex systems. In this paper we have revisited their structure and behavior from an agent-based
perspective. We suggest using subject-oriented representations of Digital Twins for CPS system
development for the sake of comprehensive, effective and efficient system modeling and
implementation. We have identified major model patterns for behavior-centered Digital Twin
development. They meet fundamental qualities of modular intelligent systems, namely behavior
abstraction for a specific purpose, and controlled autonomy. The subject-oriented modeling approach
delivers executable twins, hence even allowing dynamic allocation of physical and digital runtime
elements to a CPS.
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